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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I initially called this project ‘airport books’ because it arose out of a several-hour layover with my Scholars’ Lab colleague Eric Rochester. After many hours, we had passed the general catching up, finalizing conference notes, and comfortable silences. We had moved into the realm of ‘what if.’ What would it look like if you could visualize your reading? A bit like a cognitive map, tracing the fragile and ephemeral links between one book and another? (Apparently, about 8 hours in, the answer is ’Sure, why not?’)  In the spirit of intellectual honesty, I will say this project emerged without any literature review, without any well-grounded questions. Here, I will lean on Steve Ramsay’s perfect description of browsing, “I do not know what I am looking for, really. I just have a bundle of “interests” and proclivities. I am not really trying to find “a path through culture.” I am really just screwing around.” Yet, there is a deep value in screwing around, of following curiosity down the rabbit hole. Particularly, as I join MITH and we embark on the AADHum Synergies among African American History and Culture and digital humanities project; I return to the value of tinkering, of browsing. Lisa Spiro’s ‘This is why we fight, defining the values of the digital humanities’ encourages us to consider what binds us loosely as a community, to develop a keen sense of what we stand for and what is at stake for our work. Among other values, she points to transparency, collaboration, and publicly-facing work. Similarly, Dylan Rodriquez has described African American Studies as a space of radical generosity, a space that welcomes those who are interested in wrestling with the pressing questions of structural power and oppression. The value of play is threaded within both. Therefore, the framing of this talk moves between the values of transparency and collaboration with that of ‘screwing around’ or play, more specifically how we make space for that. The Looking Aids (no longer airport books) project is a space for me to think about how to center social justice questions as core to digital work, not simply when a project clearly signals the need to be attentive, but to something as insignificant as tracing my own reading patterns. How, then, can socially-engaged attention to the potential ways that biases can be inscribed and reaffirmed in the structures of digital work shape the outline, design, and collaborations on this project?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Returning again to Ramsay; he writes “There are so many books. There is so little time. Your ethical obligation is neither to read them all nor pretend to read them all, but to understand each path through the vast archive as an important moment in the world’s duration-as an invitation to community, relationship, and play.” Marking out these pathways through the vast archive then, becomes a mode filled with playful attention to both the current and all the adjacent possible paths. The adjacent possible, as Steven Johnson outlines in “The Genius of the Tinkerer” “is a kind of shadow future, hovering on the edges of the present state of things, a map of all the ways in which the present can reinvent itself.” Johnson further states “The strange and beautiful truth about the adjacent possible is that its boundaries grow as you explore them. Each new combination opens up the possibility of other new combinations.” Similarly, Rebecca Solnit observes one should “Leave the door open for the unknown, the door into the dark. That’s where the most important things come from, where you yourself came from, and where you will go.”  In the ever-expanding boundaries of the unknown, the visualizations act as a path to books yet unread. It is not totalizing, because the visualization should and will shift based on other readings, influences, and references; rather the goal is to better see the “bundles of interests and proclivities” of those books read and perhaps, to see the nuances of those left unread. The project compares and contrasts against the crowd-sourced information of DBPedia. It is not intended to be a reading-recommendation system, rather a map of what my path through the vast archive will be and how it might compare with other possible maps.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So stepping away from the inspirations and goals of the talk to a fairly high level overview (With deep appreciation and thanks to Eric Rochester):The reading journal pages are marked up with RDFa. This is where the core data comes from.A Jekyll plugin (https://github.com/erochest/jekyll-rdfa) scans over all the pages and dumps all the data into one graph. This is saved as JSON-LD (http://purdom.org/posts.json) and turtle file for debugging (http://purdom.org/posts.ttl). Everything else happens dynamically in the browser.d3 loads the JSON-LD, filters and munges the data around to find the right nodes and relationships, and draws the graph.�After the initial graph is drawn, it starts starts asking DBPedia for extra information using LD fragments.�To outline a bit of what is happening, the green nodes are those which I have encoded; the orange pulled from DBPedia. For both, the darker nodes indicate that a book or author, in this case, has influenced me to read another. The lighter nodes are influences on that particular author. For example, Sofia Somatar influenced me to read Keith Miller, who then led to Milorad Pavic and Catherine Valentene. DBPedia suggests that Faulkner, Joyce, Virginia Woolf, and Hemingway, who is also an influence on Italio Calvino.�Additionally,  if we look at the node for Jedidiah Purdy, who wrote After Nature, A Politics for the Anthropocene, there are 3 lighter nodes (China Mieville’s essay On the Limits of Utopia in Salvage, Bethany Nowviskie’s DH2014 Keynote, and a panel at UVA which included Jedidiah Purdy) all of which inspired me to read Purdy. His node has 3 coming in and 4 going out, so it is just barely lighter than the rest of the nodes in that cluster. The rest all were inspired by Purdy, but have not yet inspired me to read others. �(If you look quickly when you load or reload the page, initially there are only green nodes. The oranges ones appear after a fraction of a second.-refresh screen to show)�It integrates the new data into the existing data.�With this particular visualization, I am thinking about the ways of acknowledging place/bias, as a way of marking “this is how my thinking is shaping up, because of the these books, this reference, this specific rabbit trail through that vast archive.It is not really in conversation with things like recommendation engines on amazon or even with the crowd-sourced data from DBPedia. It is more personal, as in “I spoke with you about this book and you referenced these three or within a book there is a nod towards another author/artist/theme.” I wanted to see what my reading influences looked like first. Then, secondarily, overlay DBPedia’s influences/influenced-by to begin to see points of commonality, spaces of disagreement, spaces of the unread.�

http://purdom.org/influences/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does this relate to feminist interface design? Shaowen Bardzell, of whom my friend Cait Holman introduced me, recentered how I wanted to think about the work I participated in; Bardzell lent a critical vocabulary to better express what was at stake for such work. For example, Bardzell outlines Pluralism as a principle by which design artifacts resist any single, totalizing or universal point of view (p. 1305) Further, Transparency/Self Disclosing relates to the extent to which the software or interface renders visible the assumptions it is making about its users (p 1307) �Bardzell’s nuancing of Participation is particularly interesting. She writes “In conducting user research, sketching, prototyping, and evaluation, designers inevitably establish relationships with users as subjects. In controlled laboratory experiments, such as traditional usability studies, researchers establish an objective, distant, and scientific relationship with subjects. In auto-ethnographic research, anthropologists and user researchers obviously have quite an intimate relationship with subjects. The quality of participation refers to valuing participatory processes that lead to the creation and evaluation of design prototypes.” (p. 1306)�How, then, do  feminist interface design principles speak to the concerns of recreating structures of oppression within digital work? Bardzell cautions design generally entails ethical dilemmas-in that, when conducting research, we can focus on and perpetuate the status quo, which can, as mentioned earlier, lead to encoding regressive and harmful biases into an ontology. On the other hand, Bardzell points out moving to a strong advocacy position runs the risk of imposing one’s own values upon users. This attention to resisting the recreation of harm as one outlines what is at stake for the work defines the quality of advocacy. Bardzell states, “One the one hand, Feminist Interaction Design should seek to bring about political emancipation and not just keep up with it. At the same time, it should also force designers to question their own position to assert what an “improved society” is and how to achieve it.” (1306) �Collaboration alongside advocacy is particularly helpful as  collaboration demands careful, nuanced conversations about values, assumptions, roles, and execution. In the books project, there stakes are quite low, yet, my attention to a teasing out the intentions and work of the ontology, particularly around deciding themes was more informed by conversations with Jeremy Boggs and Eric Rochester. By flagging my desire to work through the books project with a feminist design orientation, my collaborators could signal where I needed to explain an assumption or help me link an aspect of the project to a particular principle as outlined by Bardzell, Sadler, and Borg.�

http://wtf.tw/ref/bardzell.pdf
http://wtf.tw/ref/bardzell.pdf
http://wtf.tw/ref/bardzell.pdf


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaboration, for me, includes concerns of shared credit and of highlighting the varieties of skills that come together on a complex digital project, or even a simple one such as the books project. �I think a great deal about the Collaborators Bill of Rights which was developed at the 2011 “Off the Tracks” workshop hosted by MITH.  While the workshop spoke to models for institutional support,  career paths, and transformation; the collaborations team, including Matt Kirschenbaum, Bethany Nowviskie, Tom Scheinfeldt, and Dough Reside outlined how credit should be shared, portable, and comprehensive. �Further, conversations about shared credit should be held at the beginning of every project, no matter how insignificant, and these conversations should be ongoing. As Miriam Posner, Melissa Terras, and Bethany Nowviskie have demonstrated, the power of a project charter and a colophon, or credits page, means our work is grounded in the expectation of equitable collaboration. Incorporating elements such as a commitment to transparency-both in our collaborations and in our sharing of the process, and advocacy, the attention to which values we are asserting, which assumptions we are making with collaboration not only reaffirms a shared community value, but also enriches our work by clearly outline what is at stake, by outlining why we attend to these things at this moment.�For the books project, the colophon is the first attempt to enact transparency and collaboration: the elements that are used and the contributions to the project by others. Stronger (meaning any!) documentation about the RDFa vocabularies and a detailed outline of how the visualizations are constructed are the next steps.
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All naming is of necessity biased, and the 
process of naming is one of encoding that bias, 
of making a selection of what to emphasize and 
what to overlook…

SPENDER, DALE, “EXTRACTS FOR MAN MADE LANGUAGE” IN THE FEMINIST CRITIQUE OF
LANGUAGE: A READER, EDITED BY DEBORAH CAMERON, LONDON, ROUTLEDGE, 1990.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feminist Design enables me to explore adjacent possible ontologies, based on (and that values) personal reading experience; to track what has influenced to me read, not by metadata, rather because of an individual book’s tone, references, or ideas or the recommendations of those I know.. The principles of Feminist Interface Design allows these relationships to the surface, and there, to be tinker with it, examined as references and compare/contrast the personalized structure to formal vocabularies and structures.�In his 2015 Keynote to the Library and Information Technology Association, “To Hell With Good Intentions, Linked Data, Community, and the Power to Name,” Mark Matenzio stress that linked data, specifically, but metadata generally, “particularly within the context of cultural heritage,  is decidedly not neutral, nor an intrinsic good, but instead as another space in which ideology and systematic oppression are likely to be reproduced.”��Matenzio citing Hope Olson’s powerful outline of the power of names. She states, “Naming is the act of bestowing a name, of labelling, of creating an identity. It imposes a pattern on the world that is meaningful to the namer. Each of us names reality according to our own vision of the world build on past meanings in our own experience.” In the context larger projects, such as Lisa Goff’s and the Scholars’ Lab’s Take Back the Archive project-a public history project documenting the history of sexual violence and advocacy at the University of Virginia-means mapping the differences in how one who has lived through sexual violence names that experience-For example, the Library of Congress subject heading is rape victim; the preferred term for among activists on campus is rape survivor. Matenzio underscores that RDF, and really all metadata standards, seek to encode, to name the fluid, lived experiences into categories. He points us to Amber Billey, Emily Drabinski, and K.R. Roberto’s critical examination of RDA Rule 9.7, which records gender with one of three options – “male,” “female,” and “not known” – as part of the process for constructing an authority record.9 Billey, Drabinski, and Roberto underscore how this standard oversimplifies and erases the reality of how people live their own gender.  �The stakes, for the books project, are significantly lower; though I lean heavily on the lessons of those deeply entrenched in interrogating the power of naming and the ways in which naming emphasizes one way of knowing, and deemphasizes another. Being attentive to the challenges of crafting ontologies in something quite simple lends practice for more complex research agendas. 

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/19555616


Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I begin to try to tie these threads of feminist design principles and the value of time to screw around, I draw once more on Bardzell. She states “Material ecology theory emphasizes the extent to which an artifact participates in a system of artifacts [73, 52]. This structural approach considers ways that relationships among artifacts determine their meaning in the system or ecology.” She continues, “Extending this notion of material ecology, the quality of ecology in feminist interaction design integrates an awareness of design artifacts’ effects in their broadest contexts and awareness of the widest range of stakeholders throughout design reasoning, decision-making, and evaluation. It invites interaction designers to attend to the ways that design artifacts in-the-world reflexively design us [79], as well as how design artifacts affect all stakeholders.” For the books project and for this talk, I think less about the ecology of artifacts and more about ecology of people. �I have been incredibly privileged-as is likely very clear as I stand here and suggest the value of screwing around on the clock. �This privilege includes my first position as a graduate student with Matrix, center for digital humanities and social sciences at Michigan State, where the attention to collaboration, play, and the cultivation of women developers was so baked-into the culture that I realized only belatedly this was not common in academia. This privilege extends to my first position in the Virginia Tech Libraries, where I was met within the first few days by a faculty excited by the possibilities of collaborating, through to the Scholars’ Lab which is a generous safe space for intellectual play and curiosity. And finally, to MITH, with a project that is very near to my heart-How do we foster a network of scholars working at the intersections of African American Studies and digital humanities? How to highlight the already vibrant work that is being done and amplify the critical, pressing questions of not just how to identify, but how to dismantle, structures of oppression? �I have almost always been on hard money, and generally have had research time...both for applied research and occasionally for following, without a proper review of the literature, a bundle of interests and provoclitivies. Very few people in academia have had such luxuries.�Therefore, as we, multi-faceted communities of practices have begun to outline the paths and pitfalls of collaboration and transparency, how then, do we center the concerns around play, the value of screwing around, with the attending concerns about no derailing graduate students in their progress to degree, in the evaluation and promotion of non-tenure and tenure-track faculty and staff?�How can we articulate a value system that marks out those moments in which attention needs to be paid--that is, in collaboration, with all the attending values of shared credit, layers of expertise that could not possibly reside in a single person; and a valuing of a certain kind of slowness in academia-space to pause and take stock of which elements are critical, which need attending to,  and to mark out how that attending will be cultivated�
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There are so many books. There is so little time. 
Your ethical obligation is neither to read them 
all nor to pretend that you have read them all, 
but to understand each path through the vast 
archive as an important moment in the world’s 
duration—as an invitation to community, 
relationship, and play.

STEPHEN RAMSAY, “THE HERMENEUTICS OF SCREWING AROUND; OR WHAT YOU DO WITH A
MILLION BOOKS”, IN PASTPLAY: TEACHING AND LEARNING HISTORY WITH TECHNOLOGY, 
EDITED BY KEVIN KEE AND TIMOTHY COMPEAU, ANN ARBOR, MI: THE UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN PRESS, 2014. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Returning one last time to Ramsay, “There are so many books. There is so little time.” And while it is our “ethical obligation to understand each path through the vast archive as an important moment in the world’s duration-as an invitation to community, relationship, and play.” It is also our ethical obligation to mark how each other’s paths evolve and intersect our own, to make space for the ways by which our stated values, those of transparency, collaboration, publicly-facing work, and play can be cultivated and practiced.�

http://bit.ly/2dEPmuM
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